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The Hurwitz Matrix Equations and Multifour Groups

Samuel S. H. Young1)

§0. Introduction

Let Qs be the set of 4S s-tuples (A^..., Xs) where each Xt stands for e, a, /?, or y,
the éléments of Klein's four group F4, which satisfy the following relations:

If we define multiplication in Qs componentwise, i.e.,

where vf is the group product Afo^. in F4, then Qs becomes a commutative group
which we dénote by G(QS). While G(QS) is simply the direct product of s copies of F4,
the properties of certain of its substructures turn out to be useful in the explicit
construction of solutions of Systems of matrix équations of the following form:

B2h=±I, BhBk±BkBh 0, Bh±B'h=0, (h, fc l, 2,...; hïk) (*)

where the unknown is a set of unspecified number of n xn matrices {Bu..., Bq) with
entries in a given field F, Bfh is the transpose of Bh9 and each of the ambiguity signs can
be -f or —. When the signs of the last two équations are positive and that of the first
équation négative, (*) reduces to the well known System of Hurwitz matrix équations,
first proposed and solved in the complex field by A. Hurwitz in connection with his

problem on the composition of quadratic forms [2]. Further investigations were made

by Radon [5], Eckmann [1], Lee [3], Wong [7] and others and several far reaching
results were obtained. The topic is still of current interest as can be seen in the récent
works by Porteous [4] and Semple and Tyrell [6].

Geometrically, the System of Hurwitz matrix équations plays an important rôle
in the study of isoclinic «-planes in Euclidean 2«-space and the CHfford-parallel
(w-l)-planes in elliptic (2«-l)-space, a work which was initiated by Y. C. Wong
[7], As to other Systems of matrix équations of the form (*) aside from the Hurwitz

*) The author is indebted to Professor Y. C. Wong for his advice and suggestions during the
préparation of this work.
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équations, it should be interesting to investigate their corresponding géométrie mean-
ings.

In this paper, we shall be concerned mainly with the properties of certain
substructures of G(QS). We shall indicate briefly how the results can be utilized to con-
struct explicitly by means of matrix représentations the maximal real solutions of the
Hurwitz matrix équations thus verifying the original theorem due to Wong [7]. Our
treatment is more elementary compared with the method given by Eckmann [1] and
the employment of tools from the représentation theory of finite groups is not needed.

Using similar technique, the construction of solutions of (*) with signs arbitrarily
chosen can also be achieved in many instances. We shall not go into détails hère.

§ 1. Définitions and Basic Lemmas

DEFINITION 1.1. The direct product of s copies of Klein's four group F4,

denoted by G(QS), is called the mulîifour group of order 45.

We shall use Roman capital letters to dénote the éléments in Qs, thus we may write
L for (Al9..., Âs) and M for (fil9..., fis). In particular, we shall dénote (e,..., e) in Qs

by /s. If L {XU...9 Àh) and M=(ju1,..., fxk) are éléments in Qh and Qk respectively,
then N=(ÀU..., Àh9 jllu...9 fik)eQh+k will be denoted by (L, M). If h—k9 then

h will be denoted by LoM. Thus, L2 LoL=Is for every LeQs.

DEFINITION 1.2. Let L (Al5..., Às) and M= (jiu..., pts) be éléments in Qs. The
unordered pair [>lf, //J is called the i th comportent pair of L, M.

DEFINITION 1.3. Two éléments L and M in Qs are said to be odd-related (resp.

even-related) if they hâve an odd (resp. even) number of component pairs which are

of the forms [a, /?], [a, y] and [/?, y]. We write LxM or LnM according as they are
odd-related or even-related. More generally, two subsets Il912 of Qs9 one of which

may be singleton, are said to be odd-related (resp. even-related) if each élément of

It is odd-related (resp. even-related) to each élément of Z2- Or in symbol, Zit22
(resp.

LEMMA 1.4. For any L9 M9 NeQs9 we hâve

(i) L%MoLxLoM9 LnMoLnLoM;
(ii) LxM,LxN=>LkMoN9

LTtM9LnN=>LnMoN9
LxM9LnN*>LxMoN.

The proof of the above lemma is straight forward.

LEMMA 1.5. LetL^Is be an élément in Qs. Then L is odd-related to 4s/2 éléments

and even-related to the remaining 4s/2 éléments in Qs.
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Proof. Our lemma can be easily verified for s 1 and 2.
Let us assume that our lemma holds for Qs_u s> 1, and write L (H, Âs) where

s-t. Then by induction assumption, there exist 4s~1/2 éléments HieQs^i such
that HtxH and 4S"V2 éléments KieQs_i such that KtnH9 where i l,..., 4s~1/2.

Gwe L If A5 é>, then for each i, (#,., ju)t(#, As) for any ju and (JC,, v)k(H, Xs)
for any v. Hence, there are altogether 4-4s"V2=4s/2 éléments which are odd-related
toL.

Case 2. If Xs^e, we may take As a without loss of generality. Then (Hh ju)x
(H, Às) if and only if fi e or a and (J^, v)t(#, As) if and only if v /? or y. Again,
there are 45"1 +45"1 =45/2 éléments in Qs which are odd-related to L.

In either case, the remaining 45/2 éléments in Qs must be even-related to L.

§2. The Group G(I)

Let I be a subset of éléments in Os. We shall dénote by (!} the subgroup generated
by I in G(QS)9 and by |J5T| the number of éléments in I.

DEFINITION 2.1. A subset I of Qs is called an independent set if for each
NeZ, N$(Z\N>. A singleton distinct from Is is considered as independent.

f ft\Let I be an independent set in Q with \I\ t. Then |<I>| 1 + I I 2f, and it
follows that t^2s since Qs has only 22s éléments.

Let us dénote by (I)e the set of ail éléments in Qs which are even-related to each
élément of an independent set I. By Lemma 1.4 (ii), it is clear that (I)e is a subgroup
of G(QS). Since G(QS) is a commutative group, {I)e is normal in G(QS), and so we
may forai the quotient group G(Qs)/(I)e which we shall dénote by G(Z).

LEMMA 2.2. Let T= {L, M} be an independent set in Qs. Then the group
is isomorphic to F4.

Proof. The subgroup (I)e of G(QS) is the set {N: NnL, NnM). Let us dénote by
Po(I)e the coset of (X% in G(QS) consisting of ail éléments P<>N with Ne(Z)e. We
hâve two distinct cases:

Case L LxM. For any SeQs, SeL°(X%(resp. Se Mo(E)e) ifand only if SnL and
SxM (resp. SnM, SxL) by Lemma 1.4. Furthermore, for any TeQs, TeLoM<>(E)e
if and only if TxL and TxM. Since no élément in Qs can belong to a coset distinct
from (2%, Lo(I)e, Mo(E)e and LoMo(E)e9 thèse are just the four cosets of (I)e in
G(£s). The représentatives {/5, L, M,LoM} can be identified with V4 and it follows
that G(I) is isomorphic to F4 in this case.

Case 2. LnM. The proof is similar.
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LEMMA 2.3. Let I be an independent set in Qs with \I\ t^2s. For any partition
ofl as the union ofll andl2, one ofwhich may be empty, there exists some QeQs such

that Qnlx and Qxl2.
Proof. We prove by induction up to t 2s.

For t 1 and 2, the lemma follows from Lemma 1.5 and the proof of Lemma 2.2.

Let us assume that our lemma holds for ail I" with 2g\I\ <t<L2s.
For any partition of I in Qs as the disjoint union of Ix and £2, where we may

assume that Ix is non-empty, the partition gives rise to a partition of I\S9 where

Sell9 as the disjoint union of Zi\S and Z2. By induction assumption, there exists

TeQs such that TnZ±\S9 TxZ2. By Lemma 2.2, there exists PeQs such thatPrcS and

PkT. Then Q=*PoTeQs is the élément satisfying our lemma.

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let I be an independent set in Qs with \I\ t^2s. For any
partition of I as the union oflx and I2, one of which may be empty, there exist 22s~*

éléments in Qs each of which is even-related to It and odd-related to I2.
Proof By Lemma 2.3, there exists QeQs such that Qnl1 and Qxl2. Then go(l)c

is the coset of (I)e in G(QS) each élément ofwhich is related to Ix and I2 in the same

manner as Q. Since I can be partitioned in 2* ways, we obtain 2* cosets of (I)e in
G(QS) which are éléments of S(2"). Clearly, each élément in Qs must belong to one

of thèse cosets and it follows that each coset consists of 22s~t éléments.

COROLLARY 2.5. Let I be an independent set in Qs with \E\=2s. Then there

exists exactly one élément PeQs such that PxZ and there is no élément in Qs distinct

from Is which is even-related to I.

PROPOSITION 2.6. Let I be an independent set in Qs with \I\ t^2s. Then ac-

cording as t 2k or 2k +1, the group (j(I") is isomorphic to G(Qk) or C2 x G(Qk), where

C2 dénotes the cyclic group <<5> of order 2.

Proof Case 1. t=2k. Let r={*S'1, Tl9...9 Sk9 Tk}. A correspondence between the

cosets of (I)e in G(QS) (i.e., the éléments of G(Z))9 and the éléments of G(Qk) can be

set up in the following manner: For any représentative g of a given coset of (I)e in
G(QS)9 we let Q°(E)e correspond to the élément (vi9...9 vk) in G(Qk) where

vf=e if QnSi and QnTi9

v£=a if QnSi and QxTi9
vf=j8 if QxSt and QnTi9

and

vt=y if QxSi and QxTt.

That the above correspondence is in fact a group isomorphism is easily verified.
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Case 2. /=2fc+l. Let Z={R9 Sl9 Tl9...9 Sk9 Tk} and let P be a représentative of
any given coset of (E)e in G(Qs). Ifwe letPo (E)e correspond to the élément (g, vl9..., v*)
in C2 xG(^) by setting g e or <5 according as Prci* or Pxi?, and v e, a, /?, or y in
the same way as in Case 1, then the correspondence is a group isomorphism between
G(Z)mdC2xG(Qk).

§3. 0-sets and £-sets in Qs

DEFINITION 3.1. Let I be an independent set in Qs and P the product (meaning
group product) of ail the éléments in E. Then P$E and we call the set î=Iu{P} (or
simply IuP)a complète set in Qs. (In the sequel, the symbol "u" will dénote disjoint
union.)

It follows immediately from définition that if ï is a complète set in Qsf then the
product of ail the éléments in S is equal to Is and every élément in this set is the product
of the remaining éléments in the set.

DEFINITION 3.2. An independent or complète set consisting of two or more
mutually odd-related (resp. even-related) éléments in Qs is called an 0-set (resp. E-set)
in Qs. An O-set (resp. 2s-set) in Qs is said to be maximal if it is not a proper subset of a

larger 0-set (resp. 2s-set) in Qs.

PROPOSITION 3.3. An 0-set in Qs is maximal if and only if it is complète.

Proof. Let $ 4>uP be a complète 0-set in Qs. If |$| =2y, then by Corollary 2.5,
P is the only élément such that Px$ and so 0 is maximal. If \<P\<2s, then by Proposition

2.4, there exists some QeQs distinct from P such that Qx<P. Since Px<P, \<P\ must
be even, and this implies that QnP by Lemma 1.4. Therefore, for any such Q9 the

enlarged set $uPug is not an 0-set showing that $ is also maximal in this case.

On the other hand, let <P be any O-set in Qs which is not complète. Since <P is then

an independent set, we hâve \<P\^2s. By Lemma 2.3, there exists some QeQs such

that <P u Q is an O-set. Hence, # is not maximal.

PROPOSITION 3.4. Let $ <PuSuTbe an 0-set in QS and

where k<Ls. Then $ is a complète 0-set ifand only ifG(<PvS)andG(&vT) are identi-

caL

Proof If $ is complète, then Tcan be expressed as the product of ail the éléments

in #uS which are even in number. Hence, for any QeQs, QuQkjS if and only

QuQkjT. This means that (<f>uS% (#u7% and so the two groups Ô(#u5) and

G(<PvT) are identical.
To prove the converse, we observe that To(<pKjS)eeG($uS) is odd-related to

0 u 5. Since the two given groups are identical, Jo ($ u S)e appears as To (<|> u T)e in
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r), and in To($vT)e, every élément is even-related to T. It follows that ris
the only élément in To ($ u S) which is odd-related to 4> u S, showing that $ is maximal

and hence complète.

PROPOSITION 3.5. In Qs9 there exist complète 0-sets with 2k+1 éléments for
k=l9...9s.

The proof is straight forward.

PROPOSITION 3.6. Let $ be a complète O-set in QS with 2s +1 éléments. For any
Pe$9 $\P is a set of generators of G(QS).

Proof. Since <#\P>, the group generated by $\P, is of order 4S, it must coincide
with G(QS).

Similar results concerning complète 2s-sets can be easily derived. We state without
proof three propositions as follows.

PROPOSITION 3.7. An E-set in Qs is maximal if and only if it is complète.

PROPOSITION 3.8. In Qs9 there exist complète E-set with k éléments for
k 3949...9s+l.

PROPOSITION 3.9. Let ¥ bea complète E-set in Qs with s +1 éléments. Then any
s éléments in ¥ constitute a set ofgenerators of the identity élément (W)e in G(W\Q)
where Q is the élément deletedfrom W.

§4. Complète O-sets which are Mutually Even-related and Complète E-sets which are

Mutually Odd-related

PROPOSITION 4.1. For any positive integers j\k such that l<*j,k<s and

j+k^s, there exist in Qs complète 0-sets $x and $2 W^n V+1 and 2k +1 éléments such

that $tn$2'
Proof. Since j+k^s, there exist 0-sets #l9 #2 with 2/ and 2k éléments such that

#! u #2 is an independent O-set. Let P (resp. Q) be the product of ail the éléments in

#! (resp. <P2)* Then <Pt <Pt u? and $2 ~P° $2 u Q are two complète 0-sets which are

even-related.

PROPOSITION 4.2. For any positive integer t such that l<t^s, there exist in Qs

0-sets $l9...9&t which are complète, disjoint, mutually even-related, and such that

Proof. Let 0t 0t u Px where Pt is any élément in $l, and let | $x \ 2j. By Proposition

4.1, there exists an independent O-set $ with 2(s—j) éléments such that
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Since <#> c ($x)e, the identity élément of G {$x we hâve <$> {^v)e since they hâve
the same number of éléments.

The group G(Os_y) is generated by an independent 0-set Ii with 2{s-j) éléments

by Proposition 3.6. A correspondent between G(Qs_j) and (Q^ can be set up by
associating the éléments in Iu the generators of G{Qs.j\ with those in <P, the genera-
tors of (^i)e, in one-to-one manner. Clearly, this correspondence is a group isomor-
phism which préserves the odd and even relations.

Now let I2 be an independent set with 2k éléments in Qs^j where l^k<s—j.
Then there exists an independent O-set I3 in (2s_y with \I3\S2(s-j-k) such that

I2nl3. By the isomorphism given in the above paragraph, there exist O-sets #2 an(*

&3 in (#i)e corresponding to I2 and I3 respectively such that $2n<P3. Since <P2 an^
$3 are in (#i)e, it follows that &l9 &2 and <P3 are mutually even-related. Then $u $2
and <P3 are complète O-sets which are mutually even-related and I |^|^2.y+3.

Our proposition then follows by repeating the above arguments.
We state without proof the following propositions concerning complète 2s-sets in

PROPOSITION 4.3. Let WL {Ll9 L2, P}, and ¥2 W\jPbe two complète E-sets

in Qs. Then {LuL2}xW.

PROPOSITION 4.4. Let Wx be an independent E-set in Q8and\Vi\<s-l. There

exist E-sets W2 and *F3 such that ^u^1-1 ^3 w an independent set and the three sets

are mutually odd-related.

§5. Construction of Complète O-Sets and Complète E-Sets in Qs from those in Qs_t

Let I {Lu..., LJ be an arbitrary set of éléments in Qs_ u where s^ 2. For sim-

plicity, we shall use the notation {I, X} to dénote the set oféléments {(Lt9 X),..., (Lt, À)}

in Qs.

By virtue of the propositions given in §3 and §4, the following constructions can

be achieved. The proofs are omitted.

PROPOSITION 5.1. The following are complète O-sets in Q:

(i) {(/.-i, a), (/,_!, fl)9 (/,-!, y)},

(ii) {(Ia-1,*l(L9fil(L,y)} forany

PROPOSITION 5.2. Let $ be a complète 0-set in QS.V Then the following are

complète O-sets in Qs:

(0 {£>*}>
(n) {(/._,, a), (I._u P), {*,y}}.
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PROPOSITION 5.3. Let $u &2, $3 be complète 0-sets in Qs.t which are mutually
even-related. Then the following are complète 0-sets in Qs:

(i){(.I.-»*),{*uP},{*2,V}},
(ii) {{*!, a}, {*,,#,{*„ y}}.

PROPOSITION 5.4. Let $u& bea complète O-set in Qs_! such that |4*| is evert.

Then the following are complète 0-sets in QS :

(i) {{*, a}, {#',«}}
(ii) {{#, e}, (P, a), (P, /?),{#', y}}
(iii) {{#, e},(P, a), (P,/>),(/», y)},

where P is the product of ail the éléments in <&'.

PROPOSITION 5.5. Let W be a complète E-set in Qa_lB For any partition of ¥
as the union of }¥1 and W2, where \Wt\ is even and W2 may be singelton or empty, the

following is a complète E-set in Qs:

PROPOSITION 5.6. Let Wt u? and W2 uP be complète E-sets in Qs-l such that

\Wt\ and \W2\ are both even and WxxW2. Then the following is a complète E-set in Qs:

In particular, if Wx {L, M}, the following E-set in Qs is complète:

{(L,a)9(M,a),{Y29p}}.

PROPOSITION 5.7. Let Yl9 T2> ^3 be E~sets in Qs-i which are mutually odd-

related and such that their union is an independent set. Let P be the product of ail the

éléments in the three sets. If the number of éléments in Yt are ail odd or ail even, then

the following is a complète E-set in Qs:

Remark. In the propositions of this section, the last components a, p and y may be

interchanged. Thus, by Proposition 5.3 (i), {(Is.u j8), {$u a}, {$2, y}} and {(/s_l5 y),

{#!, a}, {<P2> P}} are also complète O-sets in Qs.

There are other possible constructions but they are not useful in connection with
the solution of matrix équations.

§6. Maximal 0-sets in Q*(P)

Let G*(j8) be the subset of Qs defined by the following condition: L={ku..., Às)
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eO* (p) if and only if among the components A, of L, the élément p in F4 appears an
odd number of times. Then Qs\Q*(p) is the subset of Qs consisting of those éléments,
among the components of each of which, p appears an even number of times or does
not appear at ail. The détermination of maximal O-sets and maximal £-sets with
éléments lying entirely in Q* (p) or entirely in O5\O* (p) are especially useful in
applications. We shall confine our discussion to maximal O-sets in Q*(P).

LEMMA 6.1. // L, M are both in Q*(p) or both in Q\Q*(P) and LxM, then

Proof. Since L, M are both in QÏ(p) or both in Qs\Q*(p)9 the total number of
their component pairs of the forms [e, /?], [a, /?] and [y, /?] is even. On the other
hand, LxM implies that the total number of their component pairs of the forms
[a> P\ [v> /?] and [a> y] is °dd. It foliows that the total number of component pairs
of the forms [e, p] and [a, y] is odd and consequently L°M has an odd number of
components equal to p. Our lemma is proved.

LEMMA 6.2. If<Pi is an independent 0-set in Q* (P) with 2k éléments, where k<s,
then an élément NeQ*(P) can be chosen so that Nn^>l.

Proof. It suffices to consider the case when k=s— 1. The subgroup ($i)e in G(QS)
is isomorphic to V4 according to the proof given in Proposition 4.2. Let (#i)e

{/s, L, M, N}. Then if L, M^Q* (jî), N must be in Q*(p) by Lemma 6.1.

LEMMA 6.3. If there exists a maximal 0-set $ in QÎ(p) with 2k +1 éléments,

where k<s> then there exists a maximal 0-set in (2f+2(j8) with 2k+ 5 éléments.

Proof. lfk<s, then there exists Ne Q* (p) such that Nn 4>, by Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2.

Then {(/s) p), (N, a), (N, y)} is a maximal 0-set in Q*+l (p) which is even-related to
{$, e] in Qf+ x (p). By Proposition 5.3 (i), the following is a maximal 0-set in Q*+2(P)

with 2k+5 éléments:

{(/s+1, fi), ((/„ fi), a), {(N, a), a), ((N, y), a), {{#, e}, y}}.

PROPOSITION 6.4. In QÏ(P), s>2, there exist maximal 0-sets with k éléments,

where k 3, 7,..., 4[5-/2]-l,and |>/2] dénotes the greatest integer not exceeding s/2.

Proof. There exist maximal O-sets in QÏ(P) and Q$(P) with 3 éléments, for
instance, {(e9 p)9 (p, oc), (P, y)} and {(*, e, p), (a, p, a), (a, p, y)}. The proposition then

follows from Proposition 5.2 (i) and Lemma 6.3.

PROPOSITION 6.5. In G*(j8), where s=4k+3, there exists a maximal 0-set

with 2s1+1 éléments.

Proof. In Q* (p), $t {(e, p% (P, a), (P, y)} and #2 {(& e), (a, p)9 (7, /*)} are the
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only two maximal O-sets whichareeven-related. Hence, #3 {(/2, p), {#1, a}, {<P2, y}}
is a maximal O-set in &$(/?) with 7 éléments. Now {/3, <P3}n{$3,I3} in &*(/0, **

follows that the following is a maximal O-set in Q*(fi) with 15 éléments:

Our proposition is thus true for k=0, 1.

Assume that our proposition holds for ail &,*(/?) with t=4h + 3, Q^h<k. We
write k=hl+h2 + l, hu h2^0. By induction assumption, there exist maximal O-sets

*iep*0»), *ieû£(jB), where ^=4/^ + 3, such that |#'f| 2/, + l. Then {/,,, *i}
n {&[, It2} in O* +t2(fi)9 and so we can construct the following maximal O-set in Q*(p)

{(/..!, J»), {{/fl, #i}, «}, {{#i, 7,J, y».

which has 2(t1 + t2) + 3 2s+l éléments.

PROPOSITION 6.6. In O*(j8) w/zere s 4k, there exists a maximal O-set with 2s

éléments which is not complète.

Proof. By Proposition 6.5, there exists a maximal O-set # in Qt-i(P) with 2s—l
éléments. By Proposition 5.2 (ii), $={(I8_l9 ce), {Is-l9 P), {#, y}} is a complète O-set

in Qs with 2s+1 éléments, which after deleting the élément (/s_i, <x)$Q*(P), gives
rise to a maximal O-set in Q* (P) with 2s éléments which is not complète.

Remark. If #e&*_ x (/?) has less than 2s-1 éléments, then {(/s_i, P), {#, y}} is not
maximal in &*(/?) becauseitiscontained in the maximal O-set {(/5_i,/?), {#> y}> {^'»a}}
where #' is another maximal O-set in Q*^t(P) such that

PROPOSITION 6.7. /« O*(^), wAer^ s=4k+1, rAer^ «wte a maximal O-set with
2^—1 éléments which is not complète.

Proof. By Proposition 6.6, {(/s_2, /O, {^» v}} is a maximal O-set in Q*.i(P) with
2s1—2 éléments, where 0 is a maximal O-set in Q*-2(P) with 2s—3 éléments. Then the

following O-set in Q*(P) has 2s— 1 éléments:

Clearly, this O-set is maximal but not complète.

§7. The Associative Algebra A(QS) and its Matrix Représentation

We may consider the 4S s-tuples (ÀU...,XS) in Qs as the base éléments of a

vector space over a field F. If we define the product of two base éléments L and M,
denoted by L-M, to be their group product L<>M in G(QS) multiplied by a structure
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constant CLtMeF, where CLM need not equal to CML, this vector space becomes an
algebra over F. When F is the complex field, it is convenient to choose the structure
constants as follows: For each pair of éléments L and M not equal to /s, we set

Q,,m (v ~~iy+* (or ~~(v ~~^)i+k)> where/ is the number of component pairs of
L, M which are of the forms [e, /?] and [a, y], and k 0 if exactly one of L, M lies
in &*(/?) and fc l if otherwise. Once CLAf is fixed, we set CMfL CL>M or -CLM
according as LnM or LxM. Also, we set C/sf/s C/s>L CL>/s=l and CL>L=-1,
where L^/s. With proper choice of sign for CLM for each pair L, M, we obtain an
associative algebra over the complex field. The algebra so defined will be denoted by
A (Qs) and it can be represented by matrices with entries in the complex field in the

following manner.
1, we represent the éléments Ih9 {Ih-U a), (Ih-i9 P) and {Ih-U y) in Qh by

c
respectively, where / stands for the identity matrix of order 2h~1m (m odd). Note that
when h 1, (Ih-U oc), etc. mean simply a, etc. If L(^Ih)eQh is represented by a matrix
v4 of order f, we represent the éléments (L, e), (L, a), (L, /?) and (L, y) in 43fc+1 respectively

the following matrices of order 2t:

p.,). ,/=-.(_,'). -
In this way, when any élément (Àu..., As)eOA. is given, we can start from its first
component and construct step by step a matrix of order 2sm which is its représentation.
Since the éléments of £s are the base éléments of A (Os), a faithful représentation of
this algebra is achieved.

DEFINITION 7.1. The 4S matrices of order n 2sm (m odd) representing the

éléments of Qs obtained in the manner described above are calied the basic matrices

of order n.

§8. Maximal Real Solutions of Hurwitz Matrix Equations

As an illustration of the application of our results, we proceed to show how the

maximal real solutions of the following system of Hurwitz matrix équations can be

constructed explicitly:

0, (h, *=1, 2,...;

order of Bh 2sm (m odd).
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Let Bh, Bk be basic matrices which are représentations of two distinct éléments
Lh9 Lk in O4. It is clear that LhxLk if and only if BhBk —BkBh. If Lh^Is, then the relation

B2h= -lis always satisfied. Furthermore, Bh is real if and only if Lh lies in O*(/?),
in which case, we also hâve Bh= —B'h. From thèse observations, we conclude that if
E={Bl9...9 Bq} is a set of basic matrices representing a maximal 0-set in &*(/?)> then

I is a maximal set of real solutions of (**), and conversely. Since the constructions as

given in Propositions 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and 6.7 exhaust ail possible types of maximal O-sets

in £*(/?)> we are led to the foliowing proposition discovered originally by Wong [7].

PROPOSITION 8.1. There exist q-dimensional maximal real solutions of Hurwitz
matrix équations oforder 2sm (m odd) for the foliowing values of q and s:

k 0, 1,..., (s-3)/2; q 2s-l.
k=0, 1,..., (s-2)/2.

* 3(mod4): q=4k + 39 k 0, 1,..., (s-l)/2.
*=0(mod4): q 4k + 3, Â; 0, 1,..., (s-2)/2; q 2s.

It was proved by Wong [7] that every set of maximal real solutions of (**) is

unitary similar to what he called a maximal set of quasisolutions. Basing on this fact,
we hâve the following resuit.

PROPOSITION 8.2. Every maximal real solution of Hurwitz matrix équations of
order 2sm (m odd) is orthogonally similar to a maximal solution consisting ofreal basic

matrices which are représentations of a maximal 0-set in Q* (fi).
We may consider maximal Is-sets instead of maximal O-sets, or we may restrict

such sets to other specified subsets of Qs such as QS\Q% (p) instead of Q* (/?), in order

to construct real or complex solutions of (*) given in the Introduction with signs differ
from those appear in (**). In some cases, the use of other types of matrix représentations

may be necessary. We leave the détails to interested readers for their own investigation.
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